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Abstract

Despite the increasing number of genomic tools, identifying the genetics underlying

adaptive complex traits remains challenging in the model species Arabidopsis thaliana.
This is due, at least in part, to the lack of data on the geographical scale of adaptive

phenotypic variation. The aims of this study were (i) to tease apart the historical roles

of adaptive and nonselective processes in shaping phenological variation in A. thali-
ana in France and (ii) to gain insights into the spatial scale of adaptive variation by

identifying the putative selective agents responsible for this selection. Forty-nine natu-

ral stands from four climatically contrasted French regions were characterized (i) phe-

nologically for six traits, (ii) genetically using 135 SNP markers and (iii) ecologically

for 42 variables. Up to 63% of phenological variation could be explained by neutral

genetic diversity. The remaining phenological variation displayed stronger associations

with ecological variation within regions than among regions, suggesting the impor-

tance of local selective agents in shaping adaptive phenological variation. Although

climatic conditions have often been suggested as the main selective agents acting on

phenology in A. thaliana, both edaphic conditions and interspecific competition appear

to be strong selective agents in some regions. In a first attempt to identify the genetics

of phenological variation at different geographical scales, we phenotyped worldwide

accessions and local polymorphic populations from the French RegMap in a genome-

wide association (GWA) mapping study. The genomic regions associated with pheno-

logical variation depended upon the geographical scale considered, stressing the need

to account for the scale of adaptive phenotypic variation when choosing accession pan-

els for GWAS.
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Introduction

Numerous phenotypic traits display extensive variation

among natural populations. Many evolutionary forces

may jointly shape this variation, including genetic drift,

migration, demographic history and natural selection

(Belotte et al. 2003; Kawecki & Ebert 2004; Olson-

Manning et al. 2012). The extent to which this natural

variation is adaptive is still an open question (Mitchell-

Olds et al. 2007).

Characterization of how selection has shaped natural

variation in complex traits requires that at least two key
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issues be addressed. The first challenge is to estimate

the part played by adaptive processes in shaping

phenotypic natural variation and the geographical scale

at which adaptation takes place. To date, much of the

work on how selection shapes complex traits has

focused on local adaptation. Two complementary

approaches have been applied. Reciprocal transplants

address how genotypes perform in their population of

origin relative to more distant populations (Leimu &

Fischer 2008; Hereford 2009). Fitness superiority of local

individuals at each site demonstrates local adaptation

(following the ‘local vs foreign’ criterion, Kawecki &

Ebert 2004). In the second approach, selection gradients

are used to quantify the effects of trait variation on an

estimator of fitness (Lande & Arnold 1983; Mungu�ıa-

Rosas et al. 2011). Because it is time-consuming to mea-

sure fitness, both approaches require that adaptation be

studied in a restricted number of natural populations,

making generalizations difficult (but see Belotte et al.

2003; Laine 2005; Becker et al. 2006). One indirect

method is to study the relationships between ecological

and phenotypic variations (Linhart & Grant 1996;

Meril€a et al. 2001). While correlational analyses such as

these do not allow definitive conclusions, this approach

facilitates the inclusion of more individuals and more

populations and therefore enables study of adaptation

at different geographical scales (Conner 2010). Correla-

tions with environmental variables, if they are driven

by local adaptation, integrate multiple generations of

selection and multiple components of fitness (Meril€a

et al. 2001).

The second challenge is to study the genetic architec-

ture and identify the genetic basis of adaptation as a

first step towards reconstructing the adaptive walk

followed by a natural population towards the local

optimum phenotype (Hermisson & Pennings 2005; Orr

2005; Kopp & Hermisson 2007, 2009). Genome-wide

association (GWA) mapping provides a powerful tool

to start tackling this question. The power of GWA

mapping to identify the genetics underlying phenotypic

variation observed at broad geographical scales has

been demonstrated in multiple plant studies, but so

have its limitations (Atwell et al. 2010; Brachi et al. 2010;

Huang et al. 2010). First, strong confounding by popula-

tion structure introduces false positives and false nega-

tives (Brachi et al. 2010). Second, rare alleles, potentially

important in local adaptation processes, are difficult to

detect (Atwell et al. 2010). Third, because the same

phenotypic value may be caused by different alleles of

the same gene among natural populations, allelic heter-

ogeneity may hinder the detection of genomic regions

associated with phenotypic natural variation (Bergelson

& Roux 2010). Traditional linkage mapping based on

crosses among populations may solve these issues but

has the disadvantage of coarse resolution (Bergelson &

Roux 2010). An alternative approach would be to define

regional or local mapping panels that match the

geographical scale at which adaptive phenotypic varia-

tion is observed. As a consequence, confounding by

population structure could be greatly reduced and cau-

sal genes with rare alleles or allelic heterogeneity at the

species-wide scale could become detectable (Bergelson

& Roux 2010; Brachi et al. 2011; Horton et al. 2012).

Phenological traits are excellent candidates for study-

ing local adaptation because they display extensive

variation in many plant species (Rathcke & Lacey 1985)

and have often been found to be adaptive. In a meta-

analysis of selection gradients, Mungu�ıa-Rosas et al.

(2011) found the strength of selection on phenology to

vary with latitude, as expected if climatic variation acts

as a selective agent. Supporting evidence is provided by

other studies that similarly reveal significant latitudinal

gradients (Van Dijk et al. 1997; Stinchcombe et al. 2004;

Wagmann et al. 2012) or a response of phenological

traits to global climate change (Franks et al. 2007; Ino-

uye 2008). However, climatic factors may not be the

only selective agents acting on phenology. Many studies

have found evidence for local selection by pollinators or

herbivores (Parachnowitsch & Caruso 2008; Sandring &
�Agren 2009). Taken together, there is overwhelming

evidence that phenological traits are adaptive and that

relevant selective agents can act globally or locally.

Arabidopsis thaliana, the flagship species of plant

genomics, is a widely distributed annual selfing species

found in diverse habitats (Mitchell-Olds & Schmitt

2006) that displays tremendous variation in phenologi-

cal traits (Donohue 2005; Atwell et al. 2010; Brachi et al.

2010). Despite its emerging status as a model species in

evolutionary ecology (Fournier-Level et al. 2011;

Hancock et al. 2011; Gaut 2012), little is known about

the geographical scale of phenological adaptation, that

is, the selective pressures acting on its phenology, in

natural populations (M�endez-Vigo et al. 2011; Montesi-

nos-Navarro et al. 2011). The relationship between flow-

ering time (FT) and latitude (Stinchcombe et al. 2004;

Brachi et al. 2010), and between FT and several climatic

variables (e.g. the number of consecutive frost-free

days, maximum temperature in the warmest month and

photosynthetically active radiation, Hancock et al. 2011),

suggests that climate may impose selection shaping FT

variation. A large proportion of phenological variation,

however, remains unexplained at the continental scale,

suggesting that phenological variation at smaller

geographical scales results from either nonselective

processes or local selective agents.

Here, we investigated the geographical scale of adap-

tive phenological variation and its underlying genetics

in A. thaliana. In the first part of the study, (i) we
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estimated the portions of natural phenological variation

in A. thaliana that could be the result of nonselective or

adaptive processes and (ii) we investigated the geo-

graphical scale of adaptive variation by identifying the

putative selective agents responsible for this selection.

To achieve these goals, we used a hierarchical sampling

design to collect 800 individuals from 49 natural stands

located in four climatically contrasted regions of France.

We characterized the selfed progeny of those individu-

als: phenologically for six traits spanning the annual

plant life cycle, genetically using 135 neutral SNPs and

ecologically for 42 variables. We found that neutral

genetic diversity could explain up to 63% of phenotypic

variation for some phenological traits. The remaining

variation was associated with many ecological factors,

including edaphic variation and competition. Relation-

ships with ecological variables were stronger within

regions than considering all regions together, suggest-

ing a prevalence of local adaptation in shaping the

natural variation of phenological traits in our study. We

made all plant material used in this study publicly

available in order to allow follow-up studies (http://

publiclines.versailles.inra.fr/).

In the second part of the study, we aimed at testing

whether GWA mapping studies were more successful

in identifying the genetic basis of phenological variation

with a mapping panel of accessions selected to match

the geographical scale of adaptive variation observed

within the 49 stands. To do so, we performed a GWA

study using samples of A. thaliana collected from differ-

ent geographical scales using both worldwide acces-

sions and accessions from the French RegMap panel

(Horton et al. 2012). Consistent with the scale of adap-

tive phenological variation observed within the 49

stands, GWA mapping revealed strong signals of asso-

ciation at the population and regional scales that were

often located in different genomic regions than those

detected at the worldwide scale.

Materials and methods

Plant material

Forty-nine stands of A. thaliana were collected from

early March to late April 2009 in 42 locations from four

regions of France that have contrasting climates (Brit-

tany: oceanic, 11 stands; Burgundy: continental, 11

stands; Languedoc: Mediterranean, 16 stands; and

north of France: semi-oceanic, 11 stands; Table S1,

Supporting information). We defined stands as a single

patch of plants growing in relatively homogeneous eco-

logical conditions. The average within-region distance

among stands was 33.1 km (SD = 19.6 km). The pair-

wise minimal distances among regions ranged from

292 km (Burgundy–Languedoc) to 758 km (Brittany–

Languedoc).

In each stand, between 10 and 30 plants were

collected randomly and brought back to a cold frame

greenhouse (no additional light or heating). Seeds were

collected from individual plants to constitute seed fami-

lies. To reduce maternal effects, families were grown

for one generation from June to December 2009 under

controlled greenhouse conditions (16-h photoperiod,

20 °C) at the University of Lille 1. For the phenotyping

experiment, 20 families were randomly chosen from

each stand when possible. If <20 families were available

in a given stand, all families were phenotyped

(Table S1, Supporting information). In all, each French

region was represented by 200 families. Seeds of the

800 families will be publicly available from the Centre

de Ressources Biologiques (CRB, INRA Versailles,

France, http://publiclines.versailles.inra.fr/).

A set of 184 worldwide accessions and a set of 210

French accessions corresponding to the French RegMap

(Horton et al. 2012) were also included in the experi-

ment (Table S1, Supporting information). In order to (i)

have enough power to run GWA mapping analyses at

small geographical scales and (ii) use accessions

collected in the same geographical region than the 49

stands, French accessions were over-represented. For

the purpose of our study, we excluded from our statisti-

cal analyses the natural accessions that were likely to be

contaminants, that is, accessions for which geographical

origin is suspicious (Anastasio et al. 2011), leaving us

with a set of 352 accessions (Table S1, Supporting infor-

mation). From these 352 accessions, we designed six

sets of accessions corresponding to different geographi-

cal scales: WORLD (n = 167), EUROPE (n = 143),

FRANCE (n = 203), BURGUNDY (regional scale,

n = 121), and MIB and TOU (two local populations in

Burgundy; n = 52 and n = 69, respectively). The

WORLD, EUROPE and FRANCE sets shared 18 French

accessions that are representative of the French

diversity (Atwell et al. 2010).

Phenological characterization

A greenhouse experiment of 4928 plants (French fami-

lies, worldwide accessions and accessions from the

French RegMap) was set up at the University of Lille

(North, France) in January 2010 using a split-plot design

arranged as a randomized complete block design

(RCBD) with two seasonal germination cohorts nested

within two experimental blocks. The two germination

cohorts were grown to mimic the two germination

flushes found in natural stands, that is, fall and spring

(Donohue 2005; Pic�o 2012). Each block was represented

by 19 arrays of 66 individual wells (Ø4 cm, vol.
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~38 cm3) (TEKU, JP 3050/66) filled with damp standard

culture soil (Huminsubstrat N3, Neuhaus). Each block

corresponded to 1232 plants with one replicate per

family (n = 800), one replicate per worldwide accession

(n = 184), one replicate per French accession (n = 210)

and a control worldwide accession Bg-2 placed in the

same two positions within each array (n = 38 = 19 trays

* 2 replicates). Those control plants allowed correcting

for micro-environmental variation within blocks. At

least five seeds were placed in each well. To promote

germination, seeds were stratified for 7 days at 4 °C.
After the 7-day stratification treatment, plants were

grown at 20 °C under natural light supplemented by

artificial light to provide a 16-hr photoperiod. Germina-

tion date was monitored daily in each well. A. thaliana

seeds that had not germinated 13 days after sowing

were replaced by extra seedlings of the same family or

accession from other blocks. Seedlings were thinned to

one per well 14 days after the stratification treatment,

keeping the first germinated seedling. Plants in the

spring germination cohort underwent the same green-

house conditions. A winter treatment was simulated for

plants in the fall germination cohort. Twenty-two days

after the stratification treatment, plants in the fall germi-

nation cohort were grown in winter conditions (4 °C
and 12-h photoperiod) for 3 weeks and then moved

back to greenhouse conditions (20 °C and 16-h photope-

riod). During the whole growing period, arrays within

blocks were rotated every day to minimize potential

effects of uneven lighting across the growth room.

Plants were monitored every 2 or 3 days for bolting

date (inflorescence distinguishable from the leaves at a

size < 5 mm), flowering date (appearance of the first

open flower), date of senescence of the last flower on

the main stem and date of maturation of the last fruit

on the main stem. A period of 3 weeks, corresponding

to the length of the winter treatment, was subtracted

for plants in the fall germination cohort. We measured

six phenological traits spanning the life cycle of A. thali-

ana, as previously described in the study by Brachi et al.

(2012). Bolting time (BT) was measured as the number

of days between germination and bolting. The flowering

interval (INT) was measured as the difference between

bolting and flowering dates. FT was measured as the

number of days between germination and flowering.

Flowering period (FP) was measured as the number of

days between the onset of flowering and the senescence

of the last flower. The reproductive period (RP) was

measured as the number of days between the onset of

flowering and maturation of the last fruit on the main

stem. The flowering-to-reproductive ratio (FRR) was

calculated as the ratio between flowering (FP) and

reproductive period ratio (RP). FRR may indicate a

trade-off between seed number and seed quality as

plants that spend a smaller fraction of their RP engaged

in flowering may spend relatively more time filling and

maturing seeds (Brachi et al. 2012). Plants that had not

bolted 100 days after sowing (i.e. 3.3%) were assigned a

bolting date value of 100. INT, FT, FP, RP and FRR

were therefore not available for these plants.

DNA extraction and genotyping of SNP markers

After one generation of multiplication, seeds from the

800 French families were sown in March 2010 in arrays

of 66 individual wells (Ø4 cm, vol. ~38 cm3) (TEKU, JP

3050/66) filled with damp standard culture soil

(Huminsubstrat N3, Neuhaus). After a 7-day stratifica-

tion treatment at 4 °C, plants were grown at 20 °C and

under natural light supplemented by artificial light to

provide a 16-h photoperiod. Seedlings were thinned to

one or two per well 14 days after the stratification treat-

ment. Four weeks after the stratification treatment,

plants were cut and oven-dried for 2 days at 65 °C. We

used a NucleoSpin_96 Plant Kit (Macherey-Nagel) to

extract and purify total DNA from 10 mg dried leaf

tissue. All DNA samples were adjusted to 5 ng/lL. A
total of 765 French families were genotyped for a set of

149 SNPs spread across the genome (Clark et al. 2007),

already used to describe the scale of population struc-

ture in A. thaliana (Platt et al. 2010a) and genetic varia-

tion in natural stands of A. thaliana in Germany

(Bomblies et al. 2010). The remaining 35 French families

that were not genotyped correspond to those for which

plant tissue was not available. The genotyping of 149

SNPs was performed by University of Chicago DNA

sequencing facility (Chicago, IL, USA) using the Seque-

nom MassArray system.

Following Platt et al. (2010a), seven French families

were removed due to an excess of missing genotype

calls (>50 of 149). Fourteen SNP assays were also

removed due to an excess of missing genotypes or

heterozygous calls (>25% of families).

Ecological characterization of stands

The wide range of ecological conditions sampled in each

region can be summarized in three broad habitat types:

grassland (n = 23), hoed land (n = 16) and meadow

(n = 10; Table S1, Supporting information). Each stand

was characterized for climatic and edaphic variables, as

well as for plant–plant interactions (Table 1). To obtain

biologically meaningful climatic variables (Hijmans et al.

2005), we chose 25 climatic variables with a grid resolu-

tion smaller than the average distance among stands

within regions (i.e. 33.1 km, SD = 19.6 km). Nineteen

bioclimatic variables were obtained from the WorldClim

database (www.worldclim.org) and extracted using
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Table 1 Summary of 42 ecological variables gathered for this study

Variable Description Source or method Grid resolution

Alt Altitude (m) — —

RH winter Relative humidity in winter (%) NCAR/NCEP 5 amin (~9 km)

RH spring Relative humidity in spring (%) NCAR/NCEP 5 amin (~9 km)

RH summer Relative humidity in summer (%) NCAR/NCEP 5 amin (~9 km)

RH fall Relative humidity in fall (%) NCAR/NCEP 5 amin (~9 km)

Aridity Aridity (mm/day) FAO GeoNetwork 0.17°9 0.17° grid
(~20 km)

Bio 1 Annual mean temperature (°C 9 10) WorldClim 30 asec (~1 km)

Bio 2 Mean diurnal range (mean of monthly temperature

range (maximum temperature—minimum

temperature))

WorldClim 30 asec (~1 km)

Bio 3 Isothermality (Bio 2/Bio 7)(*100) WorldClim 30 asec (~1 km)

Bio 4 Temperature seasonality (standard deviation * 100) WorldClim 30 asec (~1 km)

Bio 5 Maximum temperature of warmest month (°C 9 10) WorldClim 30 asec (~1 km)

Bio 6 Minimum temperature of coldest month (°C 9 10) WorldClim 30 asec (~1 km)

Bio 7 Temperature annual range (Bio 5–Bio 6) WorldClim 30 asec (~1 km)

Bio 8 Mean temperature of wettest quarter (°C 9 10) WorldClim 30 asec (~1 km)

Bio 9 Mean temperature of driest quarter (°C 9 10) WorldClim 30 asec (~1 km)

Bio 10 Mean temperature of warmest quarter (°C 9 10) WorldClim 30 asec (~1 km)

Bio 11 Mean temperature of coldest quarter (°C 9 10) WorldClim 30 asec (~1 km)

Bio 12 Annual precipitation (mm) WorldClim 30 asec (~1 km)

Bio 13 Precipitation of wettest month (mm) WorldClim 30 asec (~1 km)

Bio 14 Precipitation of driest month (mm) WorldClim 30 asec (~1 km)

Bio 15 Precipitation seasonality (coefficient of variation) WorldClim 30 asec (~1 km)

Bio 16 Precipitation of wettest quarter (mm) WorldClim 30 asec (~1 km)

Bio 17 Precipitation of driest quarter (mm) WorldClim 30 asec (~1 km)

Bio 18 Precipitation of warmest quarter (mm) WorldClim 30 asec (~1 km)

Bio 19 Precipitation of coldest quarter (mm) WorldClim 30 asec (~1 km)

OC Organic carbon (g/kg) NF ISO 10694 and NF ISO 13878

standards

—

N Total nitrogen (g/kg) NF ISO 10694 and NF ISO 13878

standards

—

C/N Carbon/nitrogen ratio NF ISO 10694 and NF ISO 13878

standards

—

SOM Soil organic matter (g/kg) NF ISO 10694 and NF ISO 13878

standards

—

P2O5 Phosphorus (P2O5) (g/kg) Olsen method (ISO 11263 standard) —
Ca Exchangeable calcium (cmol+ per kg) Cobaltihexammine method (ICP-AES,

INRA method)

—

Mg Exchangeable magnesium (cmol+ per kg) Cobaltihexammine method (ICP-AES,

INRA method)

—

Na Exchangeable sodium (cmol+ per kg) Cobaltihexammine method (ICP-AES,

INRA method)

—

K Exchangeable potassium (cmol+ per kg) Cobaltihexammine method (ICP-AES,

INRA method)

—

Fe Exchangeable potassium (cmol+ per kg) Cobaltihexammine method (ICP-AES,

INRA method)

—

Mn Exchangeable iron (cmol+ per kg) Cobaltihexammine method (ICP-AES,

INRA method)

—

Al Exchangeable aluminium (cmol+ per kg) Cobaltihexammine method (ICP-AES,

INRA method)

—

WHC Soil water holding capacity (mL/g) Granier and Tardieu (1999) —
pH pH NF ISO 10390 standard —

Herb Interspecific competition with herbs which are

not grasses

50 9 50 cm quadrat —

Grass Interspecific competition with grasses 50 9 50 cm quadrat —
Thal Intraspecific competition 50 9 50 cm quadrat —
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DIVA-GIS software (www.diva-gis.org). These 19 biocli-

matic variables were derived from monthly temperature

and rainfall values, based on averages calculated for the

1960–1990 period with a spatial resolution of 1 km². Six
additional climatic variables corresponding to relative

humidity for each of the four seasons, altitude and aridity

were obtained as described in the study by Hancock et al.

(2011).

A sample of the upper soil layer was collected in each

stand. Soil samples were transferred to the greenhouse

and air-dried. Soil samples were then stored in the labo-

ratory at room temperature. Each stand was character-

ized for 14 edaphic factors (Table 1). Mean pH per stand

was calculated using two soil subsamples. Maximal

water holding capacity of two samples of 200 cm3 per

stand was measured as the amount of water held in soil

after excess water had been drained away. The twelve

other soil properties (content of total N and organic C,

C/N ratio, content of organic matter, concentrations of

P2O5, K, Ca, Mg, Mn, Al, Na and Fe) were assessed at

INRA Arras (France, www.lille.inra.fr/las).

To estimate intra- and interspecific competition inten-

sities, a 50 9 50 cm quadrat divided into 25 smaller

squares (10 9 10 cm) was established in a representa-

tive area of each stand. Intraspecific competition was

calculated as the density of intraspecific competitors

based on the presence/absence of A. thaliana in each

10 9 10 cm square. Two interspecific competition indi-

ces were estimated as the presence/absence in each

10 9 10 cm square of either grasses or other herbs.

Data analysis

Phenological variation and spatial scale. Based on the 49

stands, we studied phenological variation in France by

using the following statistical model according to our

split-plot design:

Yijklmc ¼ ltrait þ blocki þ cohortj þ blocki � cohortj

þ regionk þ standlðregionkÞ
þ familym standslðregionkÞð Þ þ cohortj � regionk
þ cohortj � standslðregionkÞ
þ cohortj � familym standslðregionkÞð Þ þ covBg2c

þ eijklmc

ð1Þ
In this model, ‘Y’ is one of the six phenological traits;

‘l’ is the overall mean; ‘block’ accounts for differences

in micro-environment among the two experimental

blocks; ‘cohort’ corresponds to the two germination

cohorts grown; ‘region’, ‘stand’ and ‘family’ measure

the effect of three spatial scales in France, that is,

regions, stands within regions and families within

stands; interaction terms involving the ‘cohort’ factor

account for genetic variation in reaction norms among

regions, among stands within regions and among fami-

lies within stands; covBg-2 is a covariate accounting for

array effects within blocks (phenotypic mean of the two

Bg-2 replicates per array was used as a covariate); and

‘e’ is the residual term. All factors were treated as fixed

effects, except for ‘family’ that was treated as a random

effect. For calculating F-values, terms were tested over

their appropriate denominators. Given the split-plot

design used in this study, the variance associated with

‘block 9 cohort’ was for example used as the error

term for testing the ‘block’ and ‘cohort’ effects. Raw

data were Box–Cox-transformed to satisfy the normality

and equal variance assumptions of linear regression.

Model fitting was conducted using the PROC MIXED

procedure in SAS 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC,

USA).

Within each cohort, the model described above was

used excluding the terms involving ‘cohortj’. The contri-

bution of each factor to the total phenotypic variance was

estimated using variance component analysis, treating all

factors as random effects and excluding covBg-2. Model

fitting was conducted using the PROC VARCOMP

procedure in SAS 9.3 (REML method; SAS Institute Inc.).

Within each cohort, a within-stand coefficient of

genetic variation CV was calculated for each phenologi-

cal trait based on variance components estimated by

REML.

Phenological variation scored on the worldwide

accessions and the natural accessions from the French

RegMap was analysed with the following model treat-

ing all the factors as fixed effects, except for ‘accession’

that was treated as a random effect (PROC MIXED

procedure in SAS 9.3):

Yijnc ¼ ltrait þ blocki þ cohortj þ blocki � cohortj
þ accessionn þ cohortj � accessionsn þ covBg2c
þ eijnc

ð2Þ

For calculating F-values, terms were tested over their

appropriate denominators. Raw data were Box–Cox-

transformed to satisfy the normality and equal variance

assumptions of linear regression.

For each cohort, best linear unbiased predictions

(BLUPs) were obtained for each genotype (i.e. natural

accessions and families) using the PROC MIXED

procedure in SAS 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc.):

Yigc ¼ ltrait þ blocki þ genotypeg þ covBg2c þ eigc ð3Þ

Genetic diversity and spatial scale of genetic variation. Six

genetic diversity parameters were estimated for each of

the 49 stands. Mean gene diversity (HS), percentage of
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polymorphic loci (PL), mean number of observed alleles

per locus (na) and mean allelic richness per locus (RS)

were estimated using FSTAT v.2.9.3 (Goudet 1995). Num-

ber of haplogroups (HG) and number of private haplo-

groups (PHG) were estimated as described in the study

by Platt et al. (2010a), with a 0.01 per-site genotyping

error rate and a 0.05 P-value threshold to exclude an

additional French family from a haplogroup. Only the

French families with a level of heterozygosity below 1%

(n = 710) were considered for the estimation of HG and

PHG. A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA)

was used to test the effect of either French region or

habitat type on the six genetic diversity parameters

simultaneously (PROC MANOVA in SAS 9.3; SAS

Institute Inc.). Raw data for HG and PHG were log-

transformed to satisfy the normality and equal variance

assumptions of MANOVA.

Spatial partitioning of the total genetic variation was

estimated for all loci using the R package ‘hierfstat’

(Goudet 1995; de Meeûs & Goudet 2007). Hierarchical

F-statistics and variance components were calculated

for the ‘region’, ‘stands’ and ‘individual’ spatial levels.

Ten thousand bootstraps were performed to estimate

confidence intervals for the F-statistics. Within region,

an among-population F-statistic (Weir & Cockerham

1984) was calculated by averaging over the 135 SNPs

FST values obtained using the R package ‘pegas’

(Paradis 2010).

Spatial scale of ecological variation. For each ecological

factor, the contribution of regions to the total ecological

variance was estimated by variance component analysis

(PROC VARCOMP procedure in SAS 9.3), according to

the following statistical model:

Yi ¼ regioni þ ei ð4Þ
where Y stands for the different ecological variables

and ‘region’ corresponds to the four French regions.

Raw data for the three competition indices were arc-sin

transformed to satisfy the normality and equal variance

assumptions of linear regression. Relationships among

the 42 ecological factors were assessed with both

Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients.

Untangling the portions of phenotypic variation resulting

from adaptive and nonselective processes. To estimate the

portion of phenological variation that could be

explained by neutral genetic variation, a principal com-

ponent analysis (PCA) was first performed on the 135

SNPs, recoded as binary haploid SNP genotypes (0 and

1 corresponding to the common and rare allele at each

SNP, respectively). Principal components (PCs) with

eigenvalues ≥ 1 were then included in the following

linear model:

Yi ¼ ltrait þ PC1i þ . . .þ PCNi þ ei ð5Þ
where Y is a vector of phenological BLUPs, ltrait is the

overall phenological trait mean, PC1…PCN are the

genetic principal components included in the model

and ei are the residuals of the model. The residuals

were considered to represent the phenological variation

minus the effect of nonselective processes. The adjusted

r-square obtained for each trait can be seen as an upper

limit for the amount of phenotypic variation explained

by nonselective processes.

Estimating the geographical scale of adaptive variation

through the identification of the putative selective agents on

phenology. Partial least square regression (PLSR) was

used to identify the ecological factors potentially acting

as selective pressures on phenological traits in France.

PLSR identifies combinations of ecological variables that,

unlike PCA, maximize the variation explained in a

response variable (Geladi & Kowalski 1986; Carrascal

et al. 2009), such as seed dormancy (Wagmann et al.

2012) or our phenological traits in this study. PLSR was

chosen for two reasons. First, the number of explanatory

variables (i.e. ecological factors) is not limited by the

number of observations (i.e. stands). Second, PLSR can

be carried out on nonindependent explanatory variables.

Using the R package ‘pls’ (Mevik & Wehrens 2007),

PLSR was performed twice. In the first analysis, we

investigated the relationships between standardized eco-

logical factors and phenological median per stand calcu-

lated from standardized BLUPs. In the second analysis,

we investigated the relationship between standardized

ecological factors and phenological median per stand

calculated from standardized residuals obtained from

eqn 5. Standardization of BLUPs and residuals allowed

us to compare regression coefficients obtained from PLSR

before or after accounting for nonselective processes,

respectively. In both analyses, leave-one-out cross-valida-

tion was used to determine the optimal number of

components to be included in the model. Significance of

regression coefficients was tested by approximate t-tests

based on jackknife variance estimates.

GWA mapping at different geographical scales. All 352 nat-

ural accessions corresponding to the WORLD, EUROPE,

FRANCE, BURGUNDY, MIB and TOU sets have been

genotyped for 214 051 SNPs evenly spaced across the

genome (Horton et al. 2012, http://bergelson.uchicago.

edu/regmap-data/). To fine-map genomic regions asso-

ciated with natural phenological variation in each set,

we first ran a Wilcoxon rank-sum test on the association

between phenotypes and genotypes for each marker

(Atwell et al. 2010). GWA mapping was then run using

a mixed-model approach implemented in the software

© 2013 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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EFFICIENT MIXED-MODEL ASSOCIATION EXPEDITED (EMMAX, Kang

et al. 2010). To control for population structure, this

model includes a genetic kinship matrix K accounting

for genome-wide patterns of relatedness among the

accessions (i.e. identity-by-state). These analyses were

based on BLUPs obtained by the statistical model

described in eqn (3). Because of bias due to rare alleles,

we only considered SNPs with minor allele relative

frequency (MARF) > 10% (Brachi et al. 2010; Kang et al.

2010) at the geographical scale considered.

Candidate genes close to highly associated SNPs were

identified among a list of 282 a priori FT candidate

genes described in the study by Brachi et al. (2010). This

list was enriched with FT candidate genes from the fol-

lowing website (Max Planck Institute for plant breeding

research, http://www.mpipz.mpg.de/14637/Arabidop-

sis_flowering_genes), resulting in a list of 328 candidate

genes in total (Table S2, Supporting information).

Results

Natural diversity of A. thaliana in France:
phenological, genetic and ecological characterization of
49 stands

Phenological variation: comparison with a set of worldwide

natural accessions. The distribution of BT at large geo-

graphical scales, that is, WORLD and EUROPE scales,

was bimodal with an apparent excess of early and late

bolting accessions (Fig. 1). Apparent excess of late

bolting accessions in the fall cohort might result, in

part, to an unsatisfied vernalization requirement in

Scandinavian accessions (Shindo et al. 2005). Interest-

ingly, in the spring cohort, the natural variation

observed for BT in the local population TOU (n = 69)

almost covered the range of natural variation for BT at

the worldwide scale. The distributions of BT in the four

French regions also differed from its distribution in

worldwide accessions for both germination cohorts

(Fig. 1). Noteworthy was the excess of intermediate

values of BT in the Languedoc region compared with

worldwide accessions. Trends similar to those for BT

were observed for FT (Fig. S1, Supporting information).

Distributions of the flowering interval (INT) showed

very small differences among geographical scales, with

within-region (and even within-population) diversity

spanning worldwide diversity (Fig. S1, Supporting

information). Flowering and reproductive periods (FP

and RP) displayed patterns similar to INT except for

the Languedoc region. In the spring cohort, Languedoc

families exhibited an excess of short flowering and

reproductive periods. In contrast, in the fall cohort, an

excess of long flowering periods was observed for

Languedoc (Figs 1 and S1). In both cohorts, Languedoc

families exhibited extensive flowering-to-reproductive

ratios (FRR) natural variation in comparison with

worldwide accessions and with the other three French

regions (Fig. 1).

The interaction between the 352 natural accessions

and germination cohort was highly significant for BT

and FT and nonsignificant for the other traits (Table 2).

In the French populations, the interaction between ger-

mination cohort and either region or stand within

region was highly significant for all traits (except for FT

and FRR at the regional scale; Table 3). Contrasting

responses to winter treatment among phenological traits
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Fig. 1 Violin plots of natural variation

for bolting time (BT), flowering period

(FP) and flowering-to-reproductive ratio

(FRR) for all accessions (Worldwide,

French RegMap and new set of 49 French

populations). BT and FP are expressed in

days. ‘F’ and ‘S’ denote fall and spring

germination cohorts, respectively. Violin

plots are based on best linear unbiased

predictions calculated for each of the 352

natural accessions or 800 French families.

Violin plots are a combination of a

boxplot (the white dot represents the

median, the black solid box around it the

range from the first to the third quartile

and the thin black lines above and below

the box extent to the 1.5 times the inner

quartile ranges) and a rotated kernel den-

sity plots (Hintze & Nelson 1998; Adler

2005).
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can be observed at the scale of stands. For example,

while the winter treatment decreased BT in the BAU

and BRI stands from the North, it increased FP in BAU

and decreased FP in BRI (Fig. 2). The interaction

between germination cohort and the families was only

significant for FP, suggesting similar responses to win-

ter treatment among all families within a specific stand

for the other five traits (Table 3).

In the four French regions, the partitioning of pheno-

logical variation was similar in the two germination

cohorts (Tables S3 and S4, Supporting information).

Variation in BT was partitioned among regions (fall:

26.3%, spring: 28.7%), among stands within regions

(fall: 37.1%, spring: 37.6%) and among families within

stands (fall: 19.0%, spring, 19.0%; Fig. 2). Extensive

within-region variation was observed in Burgundy and

Languedoc, whereas Brittany and North regions were

less variable, displaying mainly early bolting families

(Fig. 2). Results similar to BT were found for FT

(Tables S3 and S4, Supporting information). For INT,

FP, RP and FRR, a large fraction of phenotypic variation

(from 50.3% to 86.7%) remained unexplained, suggest-

ing high levels of phenotypic plasticity in those traits to

uncontrolled micro-environmental variation in the

greenhouse. For these phenological traits, the remaining

phenotypic variation was mostly observed at local

scales, that is, within stands and families. Stands from

Burgundy and Languedoc were significantly more

diverse than stands from Brittany and North for BT,

INT and FT in the fall cohort and for BT, FT and RP in

Table 2 Phenological variation among worldwide accessions and natural accessions from the French RegMap

Traits BT INT FT FP RP FRR

Model terms F or LRT P F or LRT P F or LRT P F or LRT P F or LRT P F or LRT P

Block 1.38 0.4477 2.51 0.1133 0.94 0.5095 3.00 0.0836 0.00 0.9985 1.02 0.4955

Cohort 3.49 0.0622 1.23 0.2685 9.44 0.0022 0.39 0.5301 9.68 0.0020 0.41 0.5247

Accession 739.20 0.0001 69.10 0.0001 566.00 0.0001 35.50 0.0001 34.20 0.0001 65.70 0.0001

Cohort*Accession 12.30 0.0005 0.00 1.0000 23.60 0.0001 2.20 0.1380 0.60 0.4386 0.00 1.0000

Control Bg-2 8.68 0.0002 2.33 0.0976 14.42 0.0001 0.74 0.4757 5.74 0.0033 0.72 0.4852

BT, bolting time; FP, flowering period; FRR, flowering-to-reproductive ratio; FT, flowering time; INT, flowering interval; RP, repro-

ductive period.

Model random terms were tested with likelihood ratio tests of models with and without these effects. Random effects are in italic.

Bold P-values indicate significant effect after Bonferroni correction. Because the variance associated with the model term ‘block*
cohort’ is the correct error term for testing the ‘block’ and ‘cohort’ effects, F value and P-value were not reported for the ‘block*
cohort’ term.

Table 3 Phenological variation of the 49 French stands

BT INT FT FP RP FRRTraits

Model terms

F or

LRT P

F or

LRT P

F or

LRT P

F or

LRT P

F or

LRT P

F or

LRT P

Block 2.54 0.3529 0.99 0.3189 9.73 0.1975 0.01 0.9325 0.15 0.7637 0.69 0.5583

Cohort 0.15 0.6952 0.32 0.5727 3.19 0.0743 0.73 0.3938 14.24 0.0002 0.63 0.4307

Region 158.12 0.0001 6.90 0.0001 116.07 0.0001 3.49 0.0153 9.31 0.0001 14.89 0.0001

Stand(Region) 26.33 0.0001 4.01 0.0001 26.30 0.0001 6.51 0.0001 5.16 0.0001 7.52 0.0001

Family(Stand(Region)) 397.50 0.0001 11.60 0.0007 384.90 0.0001 0.00 1.0000 17.80 0.0001 1.23 0.1213

Cohort*Region 9.49 0.0001 4.09 0.0067 2.72 0.0432 10.93 0.0001 14.85 0.0001 0.74 0.5259

Cohort*Stand(Region) 3.28 0.0001 2.35 0.0001 2.87 0.0001 4.59 0.0001 4.14 0.0001 1.91 0.0006

Cohort*(Family(Stand(Region))) 0.00 1.0000 1.70 0.1923 0.00 1.0000 17.70 0.0001 0.00 1.0000 1.13 1.0000

Control Bg-2 5.14 0.0060 0.73 0.4839 6.99 0.0010 1.13 0.3225 8.64 0.0002 2.02 0.1336

BT, bolting time; FP, flowering period; FRR, flowering-to-reproductive ratio; FT, flowering time; INT, flowering interval; RP, repro-

ductive period.

Model random terms were tested with likelihood ratio tests of models with and without these effects. Random effects are in italic.

Bold P-values indicate significant effect after Bonferroni correction. Because the variance associated with the model term ‘block*
cohort’ is the correct error term for testing the ‘block’ and ‘cohort’ effects, F value and P-value were not reported for the ‘block*
cohort’ term.
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the spring cohort (Fig. 2, Table S5, Supporting informa-

tion).

Neutral genetic variation. A total of 758 French families

were successfully genotyped for this set of 135 SNPs

(Table S1, Supporting information). Extensive variation

was observed across the 49 French stands for mean

gene diversity (0–0.332) and percentage of PL (0–88.2%)

(Table S6, Supporting information). A significant

‘region’ effect was detected on the six genetic diversity

parameters tested simultaneously (Wilks’ lambda F

value = 2.26, P = 0.0051). No significant ‘region’ effect

was detected for mean gene diversity, the percentage of

PL, the mean number of observed alleles per locus, the

mean allelic richness per locus and the number of HG

(Table S6, Supporting information). A significant

‘region’ effect was detected for the number of PHG per

stand (F = 5.50, P = 0.0026), with stands from Burgundy

having on average more PHG than stands from Brit-

tany, Languedoc and North after a Tukey’s studentized

range (HSD) test (Table S6, Supporting information).

No significant ‘habitat type’ effect was detected on the

six genetic diversity parameters tested simultaneously

(Wilks’ lambda F value = 0.74, P = 0.71). No genetic

diversity parameter was significantly associated with

either altitude or the number of families genotyped per

stand (data not shown). Noteworthy was the significant,

positive correlation observed between the coefficient of

genetic variation in BT (or FT) and mean gene diversity

(fall cohort: BT Spearman’s rho = 0.506 P = 0.0003, FT

Spearman’s rho = 0.499 P = 0.0005; spring cohort: BT

Spearman’s rho = 0.445 P = 0.0017, FT Spearman’s

rho = 0.411 P = 0.0056).

A hierarchical analysis of molecular variation

(AMOVA) revealed that genetic variation was parti-

tioned among regions (9.1%), among stands within
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Fig. 2 Box-and-whiskers plots of diversity in bolting time (BT) and flowering period (FP) variation (both expressed in days) for each

stand studied in each French region. Code names for each stand are given in Table S1 (Supporting information), and ‘F’ and ‘S’

denote fall and spring germination cohorts, respectively. On boxplots, the horizontal bold black line represents the median, the black

hollow box around it the range from the first to the third quartile. The dashed black lines above and below the box extent to the 1.5

time the inner quartile ranges. The data points outside this interval are plotted as black circles.
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regions (55.4%) and among families within stands

(33.7%). A strong stand subdivision was observed

within each region, with fixation index FST (from 0.48 in

Burgundy to 0.61 for Brittany) similar to values

reported in a previous study on other French stands

(Le Corre 2005).

Ecological variation. Climate variables appeared more

strongly correlated with each other than with edaphic

variables and competition indices (Fig. S2, Supporting

information). Both edaphic variables and competition

indices were only weakly intercorrelated (Fig. S2, Sup-

porting information). The variance within bioclimatic

variables appeared to be mainly partitioned among

regions, the ‘region’ effect explaining on average 90.3%

of the bioclimatic variance in France (Fig. S3, Support-

ing information). In contrast, the variance of edaphic

variables and competition indices was mostly parti-

tioned among stands within regions, the ‘region’ effect

explaining on average only 22.5% and 5.2% of the

edaphic and competition variance in France, respec-

tively (Fig. S3, Supporting information).

Investigation of the geographical scale of adaptive
phenological variation

The percentage of phenological variation explained by

genetic principal components with an eigenvalue ≥ 1

(n = 31) ranged from ~52% (BT and FT) to 8% (RP) in

the fall cohort (mean = 27.2%) and from ~63% (BT and

FT) to 10% (INT) in the spring cohort (mean = 35.6%).

Five main features characterized the relationships

between phenological and ecological variation. First,

nonselective processes may have generated spurious

relationships between ecological factors and phenologi-

cal variation. At the scale of France, all significant phe-

nology–ecology relationships disappeared when neutral

genetic similarities among families were accounted for

(Fig. 3). In contrast, within regions, correcting for neu-

tral genetic similarities revealed new significant phenol-

ogy–ecology relationships (Fig. 3). Second, despite the

small number of stands sampled within each region,

the percentage of phenological variation explained by

PLSR components was generally higher at the within

region than at the broader scale of the France (Fig. 3).

Third, at the within-region scale, edaphic factors and

competition indices showed relationships with pheno-

logical traits that were as strong as those observed for

climatic factors. For example, significant phenology–

ecology relationships were detected between the den-

sity of grasses and BT (spring cohort), FT and FRR (fall

cohort) in Burgundy (Fig. 3). Fourth, phenological traits

generally displayed significant relationships with a par-

ticular ecological variable in only one or two of the

four regions. For example, in the spring cohort, FT var-

iation was significantly associated with climate varia-

tion in Burgundy and North, but not in Brittany and

Languedoc (Fig. 3). Finally, the phenology–ecology

relationships depended on the germination cohort sea-

son. In the North, significant relationships were

detected between FP and climate variation only in the

fall cohort. FP and RP displayed a significant relation-

ship with climate only in the spring cohort in Langue-

doc.

Identification of the genomic regions associated with
phenological variation from worldwide scale to local
population scale

For BT and FT, an excess of low P-values due to

confounding by population structure was found at the

worldwide and European scales (Fig. S4, Supporting

information). This excess of low P-values decreased at

the French and regional (i.e. Burgundy) scale and was

almost eliminated at the local scales. For INT, FP and

FRR, the effect of population structure was mainly

observed at the French and regional scales and was

almost undetectable at the local scales (Fig. S4, Support-

ing information). No excess of low P-values due to con-

founding by population structure was detected for RP

at any geographical scale. For each trait, cohort and

geographical scale, the excess of low P-values detected

from the Wilcoxon rank-sum analyses was eliminated

from a mixed-model approach that takes genetic simi-

larity among accessions into account (Fig. S4, Support-

ing information).

Fig. 3 Identification of the putative selective agents acting on phenology in A. thaliana in France. (A) Results from the Partial least

square regression (PLSR), without control for neutral genetic variation. (B) Results of the PLSR obtained while accounting for neutral

genetic variation. Each column corresponds to a combination of scale/region, germination cohort and phenological trait. The first 42

lines correspond to the ecological variables used in this study to characterize the 49 stands, separated in three categories: climate, soil

and competition (Comp.). For each line and column, the coloured squares indicate significant regression coefficients (P-value < 0.05)

and the colours represent the strength of the regression coefficient estimated between phenological variation and ecological variation.

The last three lines correspond to the number of PLSR components retained after cross-validation (‘axis’), the percentage of ecological

variation explained by PLSR components (‘Var X’) and the percentage of phenological variation explained by PLSR components

(‘Var Y’). Because analyses were performed on standardized data, regression coefficients are comparable between panels A and B.

See Table 1 for description of the ecological variables.
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As illustrated by BT in the spring cohort, the identity

of the genomic regions associated with natural variation

depends on the geographical scale considered (Fig. 4

and Table S7, Supporting information). While a neat

peak of association was detected in the vicinity of

DELAY OF GERMINATION 1 (DOG1) on chromosome

5 at the worldwide and European scales, GWA map-

ping revealed a unique and strong peak of association

centred on the FT gene FRIGIDA (FRI) on chromosome

4 at the French, regional and local scales (Figs 4 and

S5). In the TOU local population, the highest associated

SNP is located within FRI (Fig. S5, Supporting informa-

tion). In the fall cohort, association peaks centred on

FRI were also found at the French and smaller geo-

graphical scales. In contrast, six and five new associa-

tion peaks were detected at the Bonferroni threshold at

the worldwide and European scales, respectively. Two

of these new peaks correspond to the circadian gene

CIRCADIAN CLOCK ASSOCIATED 1 (CCA1) on chro-

mosome 2 and DWARF IN LIGHT 2 (DFL2) on chromo-

some 4. No FT candidate gene was found in a ~30-kb
genomic region of chromosome 5 strongly associated

with BT in the world and in Europe (i.e. region 6623–

6652 kb on chromosome 5, Fig. S5, Supporting

information). GWA mapping also revealed an associa-

tion peak after the winter treatment that is only present

in the local TOU population. This association peak

located 120 kb upstream of the strongest association

peak detected at the worldwide and European scales in

the fall cohort contains no FT candidate genes (Fig. S5,

Supporting information).

For FT, GWA mapping revealed the same genomic

regions as for BT at the French and smaller geographical

scales (Fig. S4, Supporting information). In contrast, no

shared association peak was detected between BT and

FT at the worldwide and European scales (Fig. S4, Sup-

porting information). Two and nine association peaks

were detected for FT in the fall cohort at the Bonferroni

threshold at the worldwide and European scales, respec-

tively. Only one association peak with no FT candidate

gene is shared between these two scales. Two associa-

tion peaks for FT in the fall cohort at the European scale

colocalizes with SQUAMOSA PROMOTER BINDING

PROTEIN-LIKE 4 (SPL4) and SPA1-RELATED 4 (SPA4).

In the fall cohort, SPL4 and SPA4 were also found in the

vicinity of strong association peaks detected for INT

at both the worldwide and European scales (Fig. S4,

Supporting information). The strongest SNP

(P = 4.02 9 10�10) for INT in the fall cohort resides in

the gene AT1G52880, a homolog of the petunia gene

NAM that is involved in the development of the shoot.

No association peak was detected at the Bonferroni

threshold for INT either in the fall cohort at the French

(or smaller geographical) scales or in the spring cohort.

Few association peaks have been detected for post-

flowering traits. No association peak was detected for

RP, whereas only three association peaks were detected

at the Bonferroni threshold for FP across the two

cohorts and the six geographical scales (Fig. S4, Sup-

porting information). For FRR, GWA mapping revealed

a unique peak of association in the region centred on

FRI at the French, regional and local scales in the spring

cohort, but only at the French and regional scales in the

fall cohort (Fig. S4, Supporting information). No associ-

ation peak was detected for FRR at the worldwide and

European scales.

A list of FT candidate genes in the vicinity of 20 kb

of the 100 most associated SNPs for each ‘trait 9

cohort 9 geographical scale’ combination is available in

Table S7 (Supporting information).

Discussion

Extensive natural phenological variation at the local scale

Our phenological characterization of 49 French stands,

worldwide accessions and accessions from the French

RegMap revealed a relatively continuous distribution of

bolting and flowering time, with an excess of intermedi-

ate values from populations collected in the South-East

France. This stands in contrast to the distribution

observed in current worldwide collections that show a

bimodal distribution encompassing two major types in

controlled growth conditions, that is, summer and win-

ter annuals (Shindo et al. 2007). This phenological dis-

crepancy suggests that thorough characterization of

new populations should improve our picture of the nat-

ural variation observed in A. thaliana.

Our study also revealed highly polymorphic local

populations at the phenological level, with some popu-

lations (like TOU) almost spanning the range of natural

variation observed at the worldwide scale. For this

reason, single accessions cannot reliably be used to

characterize the phenotypes or genotypes present at

ecologically distinct sites. At least three hypotheses can

explain the high phenological polymorphism observed

in natural populations of A. thaliana within France.

First, nonselective processes may have played a major

role in shaping the phenological variation at the within-

population scale. This hypothesis is consistent with the

patterns observed for BT and FT, which showed signifi-

cant, positive relationships between phenological diver-

sity and neutral genetic diversity. Second, phenological

variation at the within-population scale may reflect

adaptation to a fine-grained environmental variation, as

previously observed in other plant species (interspecific

competition: Turkington & Harper 1979a,b; herbivory:

Schemske 1984). Third, the strength and direction of

© 2013 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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selection in natural populations may vary considerably

over time (Siepielski et al. 2009). Although temporal

dynamics of phenotypic selection may lead to the selec-

tion of plastic genotypes (Stomp et al. 2008), the cost of

plasticity may promote the coexistence of specialist

genotypes in the same population (Dewitt et al. 1998).

Geographical scale of adaptive phenological variation

The need to account for effects of nonselective processes

is increasingly considered in the study of phenology–

ecology relationships (Keller & Taylor 2008; Keller et al.

2009; Chun et al. 2011; Hancock et al. 2011; M�endez-Vigo

et al. 2011; Kooyers & Olsen 2012; Lee & Mitchell-Olds

2012). In this study, phenology–ecology relationships

were strongly affected by neutral genetic diversity at the

scale of France, suggesting that phenology–ecology rela-

tionships could be spurious at this geographical scale.

Interestingly, controlling for neutral genetic diversity

revealed new phenology–ecology relationships at the

regional scale. This is a similar phenomenon to the GWA

peaks that become evident only after population struc-

ture is controlled in mixed-model association mapping

(Kang et al. 2008). Here, correction for nonselective

processes may reduce the phenotypic variance within

populations or within types of environment, revealing

otherwise nonsignificant relationships.

Similar to studies on the identification of genomic

regions associated with natural phenotypic variation by

GWA mapping, we should acknowledge that our

approach may produce false negatives after controlling

for the effects of nonselective processes (Brachi et al.

2010), that is, true phenology–ecology associations that

overlap with neutral genetic diversity. Significant phenol-

ogy–ecology relationships detected without controlling

for the effects of nonselective processes can be validated

in experiments in controlled conditions (see below).

The ecological characterization of 49 French stands

suggests an overlap of environmental grains, with

variation for edaphic and intra- and interspecific
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competition factors observed at a finer scale than cli-

mate variables. This is in agreement with the ecological

characterization of natural populations of A. thaliana in

the Iberian Peninsula (Montesinos-Navarro et al. 2011).

As in other plant species (Bischoff et al. 2006; Becker

et al. 2008; Manel et al. 2010), the selective agents shap-

ing the adaptive population differentiation for pheno-

logical traits appear to act at multiple scales in

A. thaliana, but seem to be stronger at the within-region

level.

The apparent lack of relationship between some traits

and ecological factors may originate from (i) a lack of

statistical power; (ii) reduced phenological or ecological

variation in some within-region samples; (iii) uncharac-

terized ecological factors acting on phenology, espe-

cially biotic agents in natural populations like

herbivores (Lennartsson et al. 1997), pathogen attacks

(Roux et al. 2010), predispersal seed predators (Elzinga

et al. 2007) or pollinators (Hoffmann et al. 2003); (iv) the

absence of relationships between phenological variation

and fitness in some locations; (v) fine-scale environmen-

tal differentiation within populations and/or (vi) selec-

tion for phenotypic plasticity in natural habitats (P�erez

de la Vega 1996); and (vii) inaccurate estimates of phe-

nological variation in our greenhouse conditions. It is

important to note that our estimation of natural varia-

tion in phenology was done under controlled standard

greenhouse conditions. Although phenological traits in

A. thaliana often display strong genotype by environ-

ment interactions when tested across greenhouse and

common garden conditions (Bergelson & Roux 2010;

but see M�endez-Vigo et al. 2012), we believe our mea-

sures are meaningful as they reflect genetically fixed

variation among families.

In a recent study based on an interconnected map-

ping population of 117 recombinant inbred lines (RILs),

the influence of reproductive timing on fitness at the

phenotypic level was found to greatly differ among

four field sites across the native European range of

A. thaliana (Fournier-Level et al. 2013). It would be

worth measuring phenological traits on the 49 French

stands of this study in more ecologically realistic condi-

tions to check whether an equivalent amount of pheno-

logical variation explained by nonselective processes is

consistent with the results of this study and whether

adaptive phenological variation estimated in field

settings is associated with others ecological factors.

Diversity of selective agents acting on phenology
among French accessions

The putative selective agents acting on phenological

traits were clearly dependent on the region, the trait

considered and the germination cohort; the latter

confirming the importance of germination cohort in

determining the environmental conditions experienced

by plants after germination in A. thaliana (Donohue

2002; Donohue et al. 2005). The geographical heteroge-

neity in the relationships between phenological traits

and ecological variables is also consistent with results

from a recent study, suggesting the selection acts on

different traits and loci in different locations across

Europe (Fournier-Level et al. 2013).

Although rarely mentioned in A. thaliana, relation-

ships with edaphic factors and plant–plant interactions

were as strong as correlations with climatic factors,

which were previously suggested to be selective agents

on BT in A. thaliana (Stinchcombe et al. 2004). Naturally

occurring variation in edaphic factors and long-term

application of different fertilizer treatments are known

to act as selective pressures on the phenology of plants

(Snaydon & Davies 1982; Rajakaruna & Bohm 1999;

Kittelson & Maron 2001; Antonovics 2006), but have

seldom been tested in A. thaliana.

Significant phenotype–ecology correlations, however,

are only suggestive of the role of ecological factors in

selecting on phenology. Experiments in controlled con-

ditions are clearly needed for validation. In a previous

study, both estimates of seed production and experi-

mental evolution were used to estimate the adaptive

values of phenological traits in two stressful environ-

ments, that is, water stress and interspecific competition

with grasses (Brachi et al. 2012). The relationships of RP

and FRR with aridity and interspecific competition with

grasses that were detected in this study are congruent

with the predictions of our previous study. This con-

gruence suggests that aridity and interspecific competi-

tion with grasses are true selective agents acting on

phenology in natural populations in France.

Complementarity of GWA mapping studies at different
geographical scales

The geographical scale of adaptive phenological varia-

tion observed in the 49 stands led us to test whether

the identification of the genomic regions associated with

phenological variation differed across geographical

scales. In a first attempt, combining both worldwide

accessions and accessions from the French RegMap

indicates that the genomic regions associated with phe-

nological variation appear to depend on the geographi-

cal scale considered. Strong association peaks were

detected at the continental and local geographical

scales. The variants underlying those peaks may reflect

adaptation to coarse-grained and fine-grained ecological

variation, respectively.

Performing GWA using sets of accessions spanning

different geographical scales also proved to be

© 2013 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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promising in resolving major limitations of GWA map-

ping with regard to population structure, rare alleles

and allelic heterogeneity. First, as expected from the

pattern of isolation by distance observed across the spe-

cies range of A. thaliana (Platt et al. 2010a), confounding

by population structure was greatly reduced at small

geographical scales. This was especially true for pheno-

typic traits like BT or FT whose natural variation over-

laps with population structure at the worldwide scale

(Zhao et al. 2007). While dual linkage-association

mapping has been shown to reduce the rate of false

positives and false negatives in GWA studies (Brachi

et al. 2010), running GWA mapping in regional or local

panels may also circumvent confounding by population

structure.

Second, association studies often lack power to detect

rare variants. However, rare variants at the worldwide

scale may be common in local populations, making

them easier to detect in association studies. For exam-

ple, using a regional collection of wild A. thaliana geno-

types in the Iberian Peninsula, S�anchez-Bermejo et al.

(2012) recently identified a novel cis-regulatory FLC

polymorphism located only in the northeast of Spain

that is associated with an increase in vernalization sen-

sitivity. In our study, BT in the fall cohort revealed a

significant association peak located on chromosome 5

that was only detected in the TOU population, suggest-

ing that variants may be so rare that they are only

present in one local population.

Third, because the FT gene FRI is a classic example

of allelic heterogeneity in A. thaliana (Atwell et al.

2010), we expected to detect this gene when running

GWA mapping at geographical scales smaller than

the worldwide scale. Despite the description of 13

FRI nonfunctional alleles in France (Le Corre et al.

2002; Le Corre 2005; Shindo et al. 2005), FRI was

detected using the French mapping panel and local

French populations. Two hypotheses can explain our

ability to map FRI in the French mapping panel

despite the presence of numerous FRI nonfunctional

alleles. First, one of the nonfunctional allele may be

much more prevalent than the other nonfunctional

alleles. Second, one polymorphism located in FRI may

be shared by several nonfunctional alleles (Platt et al.

2010b).

In this study, we used all the worldwide and French

accessions for which both seeds and 214 k SNPs data

were available at the beginning of the experiment. The

ongoing genomic characterization of the 49 stands will

soon reveal whether (i) we obtain similar biological con-

clusions as with the French RegMap panel and (ii) the

genomic regions associated with phenological variation

differ across the four French regions and overlap with

imprints of selection.

Conclusion

While next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies

will facilitate the identification of causal polymorphisms

underlying natural variation of complex traits (Brachi

et al. 2011), it should not be forgotten that the genetics

of adaptation may largely depend on the environmental

grain both at the spatial and at the temporal scales

(Kopp & Hermisson 2007, 2009; Roux & Reboud 2007;

Roux et al. 2008). By investigating putative selective

pressures acting on phenological traits, we improved

our understanding of the geographical scale of adaptive

variation in A. thaliana. Our results suggest that pheno-

logical variation at small geographical scales might be

adaptive and that different phenological traits could be

under selection in different regions. While GWA map-

ping is powerful in detecting common genes underlying

natural variation at a worldwide scale, it suffers from

limitations like confounding by population structure,

rare alleles and allelic heterogeneity. In our study, the

geographical scale of adaptive variation suggested for

phenological traits and the scale at which associations

were detected are consistent. Mapping in regional

panels of accessions or even in local populations may

resolve limitations of GWA studies. Overall our study

suggests that mapping panels that span geographical

areas over which phenotypic variation appears to be

adaptive have the potential to unravel the genetics

underlying adaptive complex trait and allow recon-

struction of the adaptive walks that natural populations

follow towards local phenotypic optima.
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